
 
 
 

Hive 16-02 
 

April 13- Pulled queen and two frames of brood, placed in nuc. 
 
Inspection Notes: 
No brood in bottom box 
 
Plan: 
April 20- Check for queen cells. Dispatch queen cell(s) and requeen from Hive 16-05 by 
adding a frame with only 1 queen cell or cut out queen cell and graft onto frame. 
 
Leave alone to produce honey.  
 
June 15- Perform split on the requeened hive. This will break the mite cycle and allow for 
honey to build while raising queen. Remove queen and 1-2 brood frame(s). Move into hive 
body, relocate hive. Notch 1-2 frames in parent hive.  
 
June 22- Check hive. Remove all but 2 queen cells from recently notched frames. 

Nuc- Hive 17-01 
 
April 20- Dispatch queen and requeen from Hive 16-05 by adding a frame with only 1 queen 
cell or cut out queen cell and graft onto frame.  

- If insufficient queens from 16-05, do not requeen nuc. Dispatch original queen and 
return frames to parent hive.  

 
May 20- Check nucs, if any. Move to hive boxes as appropriate. Combine any mismated 
nucs.  
 
June 15-  Remove original queen and make 4 two brood frame nucs for the overwinter 
replacement bees. Use on-the-spot queen rearing to direct each nuc to rear a new queen. 
Use to requeen any hives (16-02, 16-03, 16-04 or their nucs) that were not requeened in April.  

 
 
 
 
 



 

Hive 16-03 
 

April 13- Pulled queen and two frames of brood, placed in nuc. 
 
Inspection Notes: 
Nicest bees 
 
Plan: 
April 20- Check for queen cells. Dispatch queen cell(s) and requeen from Hive 16-05 by 
adding a frame with only 1 queen cell or cut out queen cell and graft onto frame.  
 
Leave alone to produce honey.  
 
June 15- Perform split on the requeened hive. This will break the mite cycle and allow for 
honey to build while raising queen. Remove queen and 1-2 brood frame(s). Move into hive 
body, relocate hive. Notch 1-2 frames in parent hive.  
 
June 22- Check hive. Remove all but 2 queen cells from recently notched frames. 

Nuc- Hive 17-02 
 
April 20- Dispatch queen and requeen from Hive 16-05 by adding a frame with only 1 queen 
cell or cut out queen cell and graft onto frame.  

- If insufficient queens from 16-05, do not requeen nuc. Dispatch original queen and 
return frames to parent hive.  

-  
May 20- Check nucs, if any. Move to hive boxes as appropriate. Combine any mismated 
nucs.  
 
June 15-  Remove original queen and make 4 two brood frame nucs for the overwinter 
replacement bees. Use on-the-spot queen rearing to direct each nuc to rear a new queen. 
Use to requeen any hives (16-02, 16-03, 16-04 or their nucs) that were not requeened in April.  

 
 

Hive 16-04 
 

April 13- Pulled queen and two frames of brood, placed in nuc. Pulled queen to break mite 
cycle and build honey stores. Notched one frame for queen cells. 
 
Inspection Notes: 
Weakest hive 
 
Plan: 
April 20- Check for queen cells. Dispatch queen cell(s) and requeen from Hive 16-05 by 



adding a frame with only 1 queen cell or cut out queen cell and graft onto frame.  
 
Leave alone to produce honey.  
 
June 15- Perform split on the requeened hive. This will break the mite cycle and allow for 
honey to build while raising queen. Remove queen and 1-2 brood frame(s). Move into hive 
body, relocate hive. Notch 1-2 frames in parent hive.  
 
June 22- Check hive. Remove all but 2 queen cells from recently notched frames. 

Nuc- Hive 17-03 
 
April 20- Dispatch queen and requeen from Hive 16-05 by adding a frame with only 1 queen 
cell or cut out queen cell and graft onto frame.  

- If insufficient queens from 16-05, do not requeen nuc. Dispatch original queen and 
return frames to parent hive.  

 
May 20- Check nucs, if any. Move to hive boxes as appropriate. Combine any mismated 
nucs.  
 
June 15-  Remove original queen and make 4 two brood frame nucs for the overwinter 
replacement bees. Use on-the-spot queen rearing to direct each nuc to rear a new queen. 
Use to requeen any hives (16-02, 16-03, 16-04 or their nucs) that were not requeened in April.  

 
 

Hive 16-05 
 
April 13- Pulled queen and two frames of brood, placed in nuc. 
 
Inspection Notes: 
Strongest hive. This hive will be used to queen all other hives and nucs, and create any 
additional nucs if possible.  
 
Plan: 
April 20- Use queen cells to requeen all other hives (hives 16-02, 16-03, 16-04, their nucs, 
and 16-05 parent hive, if 7+ cells exist). Requeen from Hive 16-05 by adding a frame with only 
1 queen cell or cut out queen cell and graft onto frame. Can use initial nuc and queen if 
needed.  
 
-Create as many 2 frame nuc splits as possible with any remaining queen cells. Leave the 
weakest nuc on the original location and move other nucs behind it with entrances facing 
different directions. Reduce entrances to ½ inch. 

Nuc- Hive 17-04 
 



April 20- If original nuc remains after requeening existing hives, move to hive box.  
 
May 20- Check nucs, if any. Move to hive boxes as appropriate. Combine any mismated 
nucs.  
 
June 15-  Remove original queen and make 4 two brood frame nucs for the overwinter 
replacement bees. Use on-the-spot queen rearing to direct each nuc to rear a new queen. 
Use to requeen any hives (16-02, 16-03, 16-04 or their nucs) that were not requeened in April.  

 
Timeline- 
 
April 13- Created artificial swarms by removing original queen. Notched frames. 
 
April 20- Check queen cell development. Requeen other hives with cells from 16-05.  

- If insufficient queens from 16-05, do not requeen nucs from 16-02, 16-03, 16-04. 
Dispatch original queen and return frames to parent hive. 

 
April 28- Virgin queens emerge. Leave alone.  
 
May 12- Queens should be mated and laying. Allow 1 more week for delays due to poor 
weather, etc 
 
May 19- Confirm queens are laying. Combine any poorly mated nucs. Move original queen nuc 
from 16-05 into deep hive box, if applicable. Add honey supers as needed.  
 
**Move hives to new site. Feed for 1 week after relocated** 
 
June 8- Place pollen trap on strongest hive for 1 week 
 
June 15- Remove pollen trap. If applicable, split first nuc with original queen from hive 16-05. 
Remove original queen and make 4 two brood frame nucs for the overwinter replacement bees. 
Use OTS queen rearing to direct each nuc to rear a new queen. 

- Perform splits on the requeened hives (16-02, 16-03, 16-04) and nucs except this year's 
swarms. This will break the mite cycle and allow for honey to build while raising queen.  

- Remove queen and 1-2 brood frame(s). Move into hive body, relocate hive. 
Leave to build up for winter. 

- Notch 1-2 frames in parent hive.  
- Add honey supers as needed.  

 
June 22- Check parent hives (16-02, 16-03, 16-04 and nucs). Remove all but 2 queen cells 
from recently notched frames. Use extra queen cells to requeen swarms if needed. Leave to 
build up for winter. 

-Add honey supers as needed.  



 
July 2- Virgin queens emerge. Leave alone.  
 
July 16- Queens should be mated and laying. Allow 1 more week for delays due to poor 
weather, etc 
 
July 23- Confirm queens are laying. Combine any poorly mated nucs. Add hive boxes as 
needed.  
 
Year end totals, if all goes well: 
Entered 2017 with 4 hives 
End 2017 with 20+ hives from strong genetics, plus swarms. 
 

1. 16-02 
2. 16-03 
3. 16-04 
4. 16-05 
5. 16-06 
6. 16-02 April nuc 
7. 16-03 April nuc 
8. 16-04 April nuc 
9. 16-05 April nuc 
10. 16-06 April nuc 
11. 16-06 additional April splits? (if queen # allow) 
12. 16-02 June nuc 
13. 16-03 June nuc 
14. 16-04 June nuc 
15. 16-05 June nuc 
16. 16-06 June nuc 
17. 16-02 April nuc- June split 
18. 16-03 April nuc- June split 
19. 16-04 April nuc- June split 
20. 16-05 April nuc- June split 
21. 16-06 April nuc- June split  

 
 
 
 


